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Ukrainian Theatrical Costume of the XXth–XXIst
Centuries. Sketches 



This art album presents the diversity and development of theatrical
costumes and graphics over 100 years based on sketches of the brightest
scenographers in Ukraine. A significant part of the works presented in the
publication belongs to the funds of the Museum of Theater, Music, and
Cinema of Ukraine, which is famous for its abundant collection of
Ukrainian scenography. Some sketches are published for the first time,
while others are well-recognized ‘business cards’ of Ukrainian art. The
pages of the publication present the works of 22 artists of different
generations and art circles: both recognized classics of Ukrainian
scenography and modern artists who work with the theatrical costume in
the XXIst century.



Chapter І. Founders and Reformers
of Ukrainian Theatrical Costume













Chapter ІІ.
New Visions.

Search for Self-
Identification















Theater artist Olena Bohatyrova belonged to the generation that appeared on the creative stage with
the beginning of perestroika - in the second half of the 1980s. In the future, journalists and critics

wrote about these young artists as "lucky and fortunate", before whom then, at the turn of the Soviet
era, a wide space of world art opened up with foreign exhibitions, festivals, museums, new artistic

languages, technologies and, most importantly, freedom of expression, copyright position,
affirmation of one's imaginative world and aesthetic perception. 

The creative path of the Kyiv artist Olena Bohatyrova (1963–2017) turned out to be bright, rich,
dynamic, but very short. Gifted with a wide range of artistic abilities - costume designer,

scenographer, theater director, theater critic, author of stagings and once an actress, every year she
seemed to acquire new opportunities and that "quality" that can grow into new artistic forms and

measurements. All of them were related to the theater, its unique ability to transform and transform
objects, materials, space, colors into another multi-meaningful and multi-dimensional world. A deep

connoisseur of Ukrainian folk and historical costume, in love with national history, she recreated
images of classical and modern Ukrainian literature (performances based on T. Shevchenko, M.

Gogol, M. Starytskyi, Lesia Ukrainka, M. Kulish, O. Oles); open to new impressions and ideas, she
visualized on the Ukrainian stage the works of world classical and modern drama, which were

interpreted in a new way and opened for the first time by domestic theaters after Independence (V.
Shakespeare, F. Schiller, A. Shnitzler, S. Beckett, B. Brecht, Y. Mishima). 



In her scenography and direction, O. Bohatyrova used the wide possibilities that
modern art opens up for the artist. And her theatrical costumes continue to amaze
with fantasy, emphasized by plastic expressiveness and that "living eclecticism of

postmodernism", which mixes and compares different historical styles in one work,
filling the images with depth of meaning, vivid grotesqueness, irony and internal

drama, which endows them with aesthetic self-sufficiency… Among the bright
performances performed by Olena, it is worth mentioning separately "And said B..."

(director V. Bilchenko) at the Youth Theater (1991), which became a real event of
our theatrical life. The performance "Marquise de Sade" by Y. Mishima (1995),
which Olena Bohatyrova completely created herself, acting as a director and

scenographer, was a milestone for the artist…
And there are still ideas, sketches, drawings, theoretical and critical articles that
together outline the creative space of the artist full of thoughts, emotions, and

ideas 











Theater in shelter. Painful touches.
 





Topics
Practical Processes

(for Ukrainian practitioners - scenographers and directors)
 

 - Theater in shelter. What changes has theater undergone since the
full-scale offensive started? 

              - How did you adapt the staging and repertoire
              - Painful experiences for the artist. How have your working

conditions changed?
              - Re-location, practice abroad. Pros and cons

              - Scenography practices now: concepts, solutions, meanings.
 



Analytical processes
 (for Ukrainian and international theorists and practitioners)

- How has the Ukrainian theater process changed/is it
changing?

- What changes has the scenography process undergone since
the full-scale offensive started?

- How the Ukrainian artist is perceived in the world.
- How is/has perception of the Ukrainian theater artist

changed in the world?
- How have international collaborations and connections



Educational processes
(for Ukrainian and international teachers and students)

- What are the educational processes of scenographers,
directors and actors in Ukraine today?

- What are alternatives and models abroad?

Conference format
The Conference will take place online, on November 22-23,

2022 



Submission process
The application package must be submitted to the organizers in English.

It must contain the following documents:
- Abstract of the proposed article/presentation (max.350 words);

- Applicant's bio/resume indicating current occupation and major past projects (max.
300 words).

- Photo of the author (authors)
- Please include in the subject line: Conference

- Language of conference is ENGLISH

Results
The programme of selected articles and presentations will be announced on November

10, 2022
Applications and all related questions should be sent to 

e-mail: uascenography.com@gmail.com  (Liliia Voloshyna)

mailto:uascenography.com@gmail.com

